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If you publish your artworks and creations
from this Boredom Buster online, please
tag us using #UHBWHospitalArts
#CultureWeston #BoredomBuster
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Where you see
headphones,
follow the links
or search terms
for audible enjoyment.

Where you see
dotted lines you are
encouraged to fold.

You may come across one of these little
scribblers on your travels through the next
few pages, so reach for yours and join in!

M

Where you see
scissors you are
encouraged to
cut or tear.

36 “Imagine” with the
Fitzwilliam Museum
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34 The Art of Medicine
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On each page you will
also find a ‘funny bone’
with a truly terrible joke. We
hope these make you smile,
for as we all know… ‘laughter
is the best medicine’.

32 Epic Painting with Sophie Higgins
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This newspaper has a space for
your name on the front (for the
purposes of infection control)
and lots of opportunities to
make it your own inside.
We invite you to express yourself
on these pages through writing,
doodling, folding, and tearing. You
may wish to weave a few strips
together, or scribble your thoughts
on the articles, or circle some of
the links to look things up online.
It is yours to do with as you wish.

Online links to media and further reading
will be suggested in this search box

30 Write along with UHBW’s poet
in residence, Beth Calverley
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How to use
Boredom Buster
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28 Make, do and mend,
Japanese style
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Artist activity with Bob
and Roberta Smith

38 Artist activity with Grayson Perry
40 Sounds of wellbeing

42 Seeing things clearly: Luke
Jerram’s public art
44 Ways to wellbeing and
banishing boredom
46 Tear and evaluate: how
are we doing?

47 Art in hospitals: a little bit of
magic from Zennor Box
share your creations #boredombuster
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22 Artist activity with Mark Titchner

irst time around its pages
took readers (all 40,000 of
them!) to the seaside for a
burst of sandy escapism and spa-town
tingle. In Volume Two we invite you to
swap sun hat for wellies and step into
the sensory realm of the natural world.
Whilst the great outdoors may not
currently be accessible for everyone,
most of us can scour our memories to
feel the rush of wind rippling through
the leaves on a tree or the hairs on our
head, or relish that simple surprise of
the year’s first shoots pushing through
the earth. And green delights aren’t just
for the countryside. As author Shirley
Hughes says, “Bulbs in pots, and twigs
in jars” have a magic all of their own,
as does ‘sky in puddles’ where mother
nature casts our eyes up, down and all
around. The simplest things can lend a
different perspective, and we hope that
in these pages there is a puzzle, article,
activity, or illustration that can take
your imagination on a leafy journey.
This newspaper is brought to you
by a collaboration between University
Hospitals Bristol and Weston NHS
Foundation Trust (UHBW) and Culture
Weston, with support from the NHS
National Performance Advisory
Group for Arts, Design and Heritage in

Hospitals. Since April 2020, UHBW and
Culture Weston have worked together
on a range of projects that support
wellness through creativity, seeded
in Weston-super-Mare but with farreaching tendrils. One of the highlights
has been the commissioning of ‘In
Memoriam’, an outdoor artwork by Luke
Jerram that invites people to enter,
contemplate, and find a personal space
for remembrance and reflection (p. 42).
We hope that Boredom Buster will
provide some moments that resonate,
uplift, and encourage conversation
with others. We will sign-off with
the words of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
former medic and creator of master
problem solver Sherlock Holmes: “the
nearest green field is the inspired
page from which you may read all
that it is needful for you to know”.
Turn these pages, feel the trees
between your fingers, and enjoy
lingering awhile in a green field or two.
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20 Origami and the magic of paper
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Welcome to Boredom
Buster,Volume Two

26 Damien Hirst’s Butterfly Rainbow

Dr Neil Churchill OBE
Director of Experience, Participation and Equalities
NHS England and Improvement

Biophilia
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We know that a combination of creative activity,
connection to the natural world and volunteering
can support health and wellbeing as well as recovery.
I very much look forward to hearing about the
responses to this second edition, and to having a go at
the many activities with my own friends and family.”

Contents
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“I

was delighted to see the positive response
to the first Boredom Buster : Summer
Annual. Originally produced to uplift, divert
and create talking points amongst hospital
patients to prevent loneliness while visiting was
suspended, the Boredom Buster newspaper has since
found a broader appreciation among patients, staff,
carers and families through wider distribution among
hospitals, care homes and in community settings.

Fiona Matthews
Creative Director, Culture Weston
Anna Farthing
Arts Programme Director,
University Hospitals Bristol and
Weston NHS Foundation Trust

Biophilia means the innate
desire of human beings to be
in touch with nature. The word
originates from the Greek, ‘philia’,
meaning ‘love of’. It literally
means a love of living things.
Psychologist, Erich Fromm,
first used the word biophilia in
1964, when he described it as “the
passionate love of life and all that
is alive”. Biophilia as a concept
became more established in
1984 following the publication
of Biophilia by Edward O Wilson,
an American biologist. Wilson
defined it as “the urge to affiliate
with other forms of life”.
Subsequently, biophilia has
become increasingly recognised
by the scientific community
and also by designers and
architects. Studies have shown
evidence of positive benefits of
human interaction with nature,
such as improved productivity,
lower levels of stress, enhanced
learning and even improved
recovery rates following illness.
Biophilic design brings nature
into the built environment. It
doesn’t have to be complicated.
A simple pot plant can bring
pleasure and increased oxygen to
an indoor setting, a water feature
can stimulate the senses, or the
use of natural materials is an easy
way to change the tone of a space.
We can’t all live like Tarzan or
respond to the call of the wild, but
we can all bring a bit of biophilia
into our lives and feel better for it!
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What type of trees like giving high fives? Palm trees
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Antenatal and
out of hours GP

The Rosa
Burden
Centre
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share your creations #boredombuster
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“A healing garden seeks to provide maximum
influence on health. It should be designed
with a plentiful variety of plant materials
that flower in different seasons, attract birds
and butterflies, with leaves and grass that
move with a slight breeze, and pools that
reflect the sky and provide a home for fish.
Sculptures should be unambiguously positive.
The design should facilitate visibility (the
garden should invite one to visit it), security
and physical comfort. The garden should be
open to all and give a sense of familiarity. It
should be calm and quiet so that its voices
(water splash, bird song) can be heard.”
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Special trees: An official NHS
Forest site with more than 700
trees and an orchard. A walk
under the boughs is a great refresher.

Broomfield
Hospital in
Chelmsford,
run by Mid
and South
Essex NHS
Foundation Trust, has a Natural Health
Service Project. Volunteers, including
staff, help cultivate hospital gardens
and the site’s natural woodlands.
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pockets of planting, usually
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or to hold an outdoor meeting.
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Steps

AROUND THE UK

Hospitals across the country have
joined the Centre for Sustainable
Healthcare to rethink how they use
their outdoor spaces. The NHS Forest
project is not just about planting
trees but engaging people with their
environment and jointly creating space
that will be used and improved by staff,
patients, and the local community.

Steps

Monks Park Ave

Routes to Recovery: Trails
with indoor and outdoor options
to build strength and stamina.
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“People say the effect is only
on the mind. It is no such
thing. The effect is on the
body too. Little as we know
about the way in which we
are affected by form, by
colour and light, we do know
this, and that they have an
actual physical effect.”

Bus
stop

S
Rdhers
t

Lime Tree Park: A beautiful
lawned space along the
‘Peaceful Promenade’ benches,
trees, sculptures and wildflowers for
staff and the local community to enjoy.

lare Hickman is a medical
and landscape historian.
Her book, Therapeutic
Landscapes: A history of English
hospital gardens since 1800, explains
how gardens have related to medical
care over two centuries: from elite
nineteenth-century asylums, through
Florence Nightingale’s pavilion hospital
design with its courtyard gardens, and
the Edwardian open-air institutions
with their revolving sun chalets.
She also takes a sneak peak at 21st
Century hospital gardens created by
designers such as Dan Pearson. More
of her research into the sights, sounds,
scents, and even tastes of the gardens
of the past can
drclarehickman
be found online:
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A DOSE OF FRESH AIR
North Bristol NHS Trust uses its
19 acres of green and blue (water)
space on the Southmead Hospital
site in a wide variety of ways:
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Learn more about the NHS Forest project and the Centre
for Sustainable Healthcare at www.nhsforest.org

by Lancashire and South Cumbria
NHS Foundation Trust, promotes
informal workspace walking and
an annual competition for the best
ward garden. The Grow Your Own
Project even supplies the hospital
kitchens with organic produce.

Mount
Vernon
Cancer
Centre in
West London,
run by East
and North Hertfordshire NHS Trust,
runs outdoor activities such as Qigong
on the site’s expansive green lawns.

Broadgreen
Hospital
Therapies
Garden, created
by Liverpool
University
Hospitals, provides outdoor therapy
space for patients. The project won
a NHS Forest award in 2019. 

Your healing
garden
If you were creating a healing garden,
what would you include? Make a
list of words or symbols here.

People
& trees

The BBC Radio 4 PM programme
declared 2020 to be ‘Year of the
Tree’. In a series of programmes,
Evan Davis asked people why
trees mattered to them.

An appointment
with a tree

Search PM The Power of Trees
to hear them all.

At just 19 years old, Dr Mya-Rose Craig,
more famously known as Birdgirl,
is already leading the way in nature
conservation. A British Bangladeshi
ornithologist and campaigner, she
was featured in a BBC4 documentary
Twitchers: A Very British Obsession,
when she was just seven years old.
In 2020, Mya-Rose appeared
alongside climate campaigner Greta
Thunberg, was named in the BBC
Radio 4 Women’s Hour Power List,
and became the youngest British
person to be awarded an honorary
doctorate from the University of Bristol.
This honour was in recognition of
Black2Nature, her project to engage
diverse communities with their natural
environment in order to better reflect
the ethnic diversity of the UK in nature.
Dr Craig has visited every corner of
the globe. Most recently she has been
collaborating with the Woodland Trust
to plant 420 saplings in her local area.

Beech Book

Having written poetry all his life,
Marchant Barron’s amazing body of
work can be described as a meeting
point between the beauty of the forest
and how we live with trees. Since
graduating with First Class Honours
in Creative Writing from Bath Spa
University, Marchant has curated a
forest of poetry – quite literally. His
first public exhibition was written
for installation in specific trees at
Westonbirt Aboretum in 2017 where
eight of his poems were featured on the
Autumn trail. Marchant describes this
project as “all about the trees and having
people see them differently”. Since then
his words have been seen in trees all
over the UK. Marchant has a unique
perspective on the relationship between
language and the natural world, showing
us how to be both tethered and free.

This tree knows all the thoughts
of people passing
and parcels each in paper leaves to hold,
so every word is weighed
and counted, massing
a sympathy of fractured stories.

ot

Birdgirl

Poetry of
the forest

This path a wash of jumpers,
skirts and anoraks:
muddy and wind-torn, hemmed
and zipped, loose and free.
Bonnets skip in front of
strolling top hats;
behind, Celts in cloaks kneel
to Fagus god of beech.
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Here we feature some inspiring
people who have their own
relationships with trees.
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What happens to trees on Valentines day? They get sappy!

marchantbarronwords.org

This arboretum – a library of trees –
curates the pages from
lives of passers by,
connects their prints within
the rings of heartwood
and in the quiet reads every line.

So all the knowing on the Silk Wood trail
nurtures stillness, here for us to find.
From the collection Conversations with Trees
© Marchant Barron, 2017.

Can you remember the last time
you climbed a tree? Henrik Dahle
had an appointment with a different
tree every day for a year. Here he
describes what happened.

“A tree is a three dimensional
puzzle and to crack the code you
need your body and your mind.
The tree itself is a little world; a mini
ecosystem to discover. Birds, insects,
lichens, mosses, fungi that inhabit the
different environments that each tree
species offers. Smooth or fissured bark;
the way branches grow the perfect
crook for a nest or creating pools for
water life and algae. It may sound
obvious but looking at a tree from the
ground and experiencing it from within
the branches is completely different.
I had conversations with over 80
people in trees. Among them were an
economist, a politician, environmental
activists, musicians and children.
There is an element of danger in
climbing trees. But once we settled
in for a chat, it was easy to forget we
were perched on a branch high above
the ground. The initial challenge of
climbing together and the setting would
change the tone of a conversation.

I’m grateful to the NHS. Without the
NHS fixing my knee there would have
been no tree climbing adventure.”
Read an interview with Henrik at
dowhatyouloveforlife.com/22361

Trailblazing
diversity in the
countryside
In 2019, Rhiane Fatinikun founded
Black Girls Hike to bring black women
together in an accessible, communitybased activity that would challenge
traditional stereotypes, break down
barriers, empower those taking part and
enhance mental and physical well-being.
Having never hiked before, Rhiane
invested in waterproofs and walking
boots for her first five mile walk
along the South Pennine Water Trail.
The Woodland Trust exists to help
people plant and protect trees and
to restore ancient woodlands for
the benefit of everyone. The charity
is involved in research as well as
policy making, and can provide lots
of advice on choosing and planting
trees in all kinds of situations.
woodlandtrust.org.uk

birdgirluk.com
share your creations #boredombuster

boredom buster

Opposite
page
Marchant
Barron at
Westonbirt
Aboretum
Left Dr MyaRose Craig
Above Henrik
Dahle up a tree
Right Rhiane
Fatinikun of
Black Girls Hike

Exhilarated by the experience, she set
up the Black Girls Hike Instagram page,
allowing others to join her on walks as
well as qualifying as a lowland leader
so she could take groups hiking.
Since then, Black Girls Hike groups
have been established nation-wide and
have seen thousands of black women
striding out in solidarity in stunning
landscapes across the UK, including
a group of 17 new hikers reaching
the summit of Mount Snowdon!
“I wanted the group to be a space
in which black women could feel safe
and comfortable in the outdoors. It
gives black women the confidence
to go to places they might not have
done before”, Rhiane explains.
“Most importantly, hiking outdoors,
reconnecting with nature whilst you’re
forging new friendships is great for
your physical and mental wellbeing.”
bghuk.com

Kennings for trees

How would you describe your favourite
tree? Try using a Kenning – a two word
riddle used in Old English and Norse
poetry and sometimes in crossword
clues. Here are some examples:
Horse Chestnut = conker dropper
Willow = wicket thwacker
Holly = wreath prickler
VOLUME TWO
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Find these trees in our woody wordsearch
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Can you fill
in the gaps
for these
common
trees?

Cinnamon...

Leaf

Nutmeg...

Root Seed

Bark

Cardamon...

Seed

Root

Turmeric...

Bark

Root
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Clove...

Ginger...

Star Anise...

Flower Bud Stamen

Stamen

Seed

Root Seed

Flower Bud Seed

Saffron...
Bay...

Leaf

Seed

Mustardseed...

Seed

Stamen

Into the woods...

Many classic stories include characters getting lost in the woods,
or climbing magical trees, The Brother’s Grimm had Hansel and
Gretel, Enid Blyton had The Magic Faraway Tree. Do you have a
favourite story? Maybe write or draw a scene from it here...

N

Since the early nineteenth century, the winding paths have led
visitors on a meander through an ancient woodland of twisted
trees, cobweb, prehistoric caves, Roman remains and sudden
clearings, providing walks designed to set the imagination racing.
It certainly worked for JK Rowling, author of the Harry Potter
stories, who was inspired to create ‘the forbidden forest’ when
she visited Puzzlewood. The location has provided a spooky
setting not only for the filming of Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows, but also Doctor Who, Merlin, The Dark Crystal, The Secret
Garden, Peaseblossom and even A Midsummer Night’s Dream.

N C E S W E Y C U D N T

Leafy
letters

Lots of spices come from plants, but the spices in the cupboard have
lost their labels. Can you circle the part of the plant they come from?

ot

Have you ever been lost in the woods and had to
puzzle your way out? In the Forest of Dean there
is a place that is actually called Puzzlewood!

I

Cupboard spice
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P C L N W C O T T O N W O O D

Alder
Apple
Ash
Aspen
Birch
Buckthorn
Cedar
Cherry
Chestnut
Chinkapin
Cottonwood
Cypress
Dogwood
Elm
Fir
Hawthorn
Hazel
Larch
Maple
Oak
Pine
Poplar
Redwood
Sequoia
Spruce
Sweetgum
Sycamore
Walnut
Willow
Yew

KSALF FO AET

Two housemates were going
on a socially distanced
walk in the woods for their
daily exercise. Because this
was in England, they had
to pack for all weathers.
Unfortunately, a moth flew
into their faces and their bag
was dropped down a steep
bank. Can you help them
unscramble the contents?

8
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Midsummer
Night’s Dream
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s
Dream is a comedy about young
lovers getting lost in the woods and
being bewitched by fairies. Oberon
is the King of the Fairies and Titania
is the Queen. She has four fairies
that watch over her while she sleeps.
Their names are Peaseblossom,
Cobweb, Moth, and Mustardseed.
They are hiding somewhere on
these pages. Can you find them?

Solve these
sappy Sudokus!
6
2

AHND TIERSANIS
TERWA TOTLEB
TCESNI TNELLEPER

share your creations #boredombuster
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Answers
Leafy letters: Ash, Elder, Yew, Elm, Sycamore, Lime, Hawthorn, Oak, Spruce, Apple, Pine, Beech.
Scrambling down the bank: Flask of tea, Ginger biscuits, Spare socks, Woolly hat, Sun cream, Pac a mac,
Hand sanitiser, Water Bottle, Insect repellent. Cupboard spice: Cinnamon = Bark, Nutmeg = Seed, Clove =
Flower Bud, Ginger = Root, Star Anise = Seed, Cardamon = Seed, Turmeric = Root, Saffron = Stamen, Bay =
Leaf, Mustard = Seed. Midsummer Night’s Dream: Cobweb and Peaselbottom are in Puzzlewood, Mustard
Seed is in the Cupboard spice game, and Moth is in the Scrambing down the bank game. How did you do?

Scrambling
down the bank

ILLUSTRATION SEATTLE MUNICIPAL ARCHIVES

Why don’t trees like puzzles? They’re easily stumped

boredom buster
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What's a tree’s favourite drink? Root beer

boredom buster

Read more about the flight of Charles II wikiwand.com/en/Escape_of_Charles_II

N

AS THE STORY GOES...
At three o’clock in the morning of
4 September 1651, sixty Royalist
soldiers rode quietly up to the gates
of an old converted priory, White
Ladies, on the northern border of
Shropshire. It was dark, and they had
passed unnoticed through forty miles
of countryside. Among them was a
wanted man: the 21 year-old son of
Charles I, already King of Scotland.
At White Ladies, the King was
disguised in country clothes: green
breeches, a leather doublet, a coarse
hemp shirt and an old grey hat. His
long, dark royal locks were cropped

ot

F

ollowing the execution
of King Charles I in 1649,
his eldest son (another
Charles) tried to regain
the English throne. In 1651 his hopes
were crushed at Worcester in the final
conflict of the Civil War. Forced to flee
for his life, young Charles hid in an oak
tree. Charles II and The Royal Oak is
one of England’s greatest adventure
stories, retold every year for two
centuries, and recalled today in the
signs hanging over hundreds of pubs.

Boscobel was concealed by
thick woodland. Like many other
houses belonging to Catholics
persecuted during the late 16th
and early 17th centuries, it also
had hiding places for priests.
In the parlour, the King’s wet clothes
were set by the fire to dry and he was
given bread, cheese and ‘small beer’.
But Parliamentarian soldiers had
already raided nearby White Ladies,
and Charles and his friends knew
that not even Boscobel was safe.
The King’s account, dictated 30

years later to Samuel Pepys, records
their decision: “...he told me that it
would be very dangerous either to stay
in the house or go into the wood (there
being a great wood hard by Boscobel)
and he knew but one way how to pass
all the next day and that was to get up
into a great oak in a pretty plain place
where we could see round about us
for they would certainly search all the
wood for people that had made their
escape. … [We] got up into a great
oak that had been lopped some 3 or
4 years before and so was grown out

“...he told me that
it would be very
dangerous either to
stay in the house or
go into the wood...”

English
Heritage
is a charity,
independent of government, that
cares for over 400 historic buildings,
monuments and sites—from worldfamous prehistoric sites to grand
medieval castles, from Roman forts
on the edges of the empire to a
Cold War bunker. Through sharing
history where it happened, English
Heritage brings the story of England
to life for over 10 million people each
year. English Heritage also provides
lots of online resources that can be
accessed by anyone, anywhere.
english-heritage.org.uk

PHOTOGRAPH JIM HOLDEN, HISTORIC ENGLAND ARCHIVE

share your creations #boredombuster

very bushy and thick not to be seen
through. And there we sat all the day.”
As Charles sheltered in the oak,
Cromwell’s troops drew close. The King
recalled: “while we were in the tree
we see soldiers going up and down in
the thickest of the wood searching for
persons escaped, we seeing them now
and then peeping out of the woods.”
The soldiers left and at dusk Charles
returned to the house, where he
rested in a priest-hole. The next day,
Richard Penderel and his brothers
escorted the King secretly away.
Charles endured a further six weeks
on the run. Then on 15 October 1651,
he embarked from Shoreham beach
on a ship bound for the Isle of Wight.
The captain turned the ship south,
and landed the King at Fécamp,
from where he travelled to Rouen,
and thence to Paris and the French
Court. It was to be nine long years
until, with Cromwell dead, he could
return to reclaim the throne in 1660.
Charles’ courage and spirit at
Boscobel, alongside the ingenuity
and loyalty of those who hid him,
make this one of our greatest
adventure stories: an extraordinary

and pivotal point in the history of
England, celebrated to this day by
over 500 pubs named the Royal Oak.

Left The
famous Royal
Oak tree with
Boscobel
House behind

Below
Thirty-two
new oak trees
were planted
at Boscobel
during
February 2020

AND NOW?
Anna Eavis, Curatorial Director for
English Heritage says: “The explanation
that the tree was ‘lopped three to
four years hence’, suggests it was
managed as a pollard. The King and
his companion were able to conceal
themselves at the top of the trunk within
a curtain of young green shoots and
leaves. English Heritage – who manage
Boscobel today – is recreating a part
of this woodland pasture. In February
2020 staff and volunteers planted 32
young, English-grown oak trees here.
10 more trees have been grafted from
the Royal Oak and will be ready for
planting over the next couple of years.
They will be managed as pollards, like
those of the 17th century woodland, in
which the King was able to hide.” 

PHOTOGRAPH ENGLISH HERITAGE

with shears. As night fell, Charles was
led out by one man, Richard Penderell,
to begin his escape on foot – over
the river Severn, into Wales
and from there to France.
At Madeley, they searched
avidly for a crossing over the
Severn, but all were heavily
guarded. Exhausted and hungry,
they were forced to turn back. With
sore and bleeding feet, and soaked
through from wading across a
river, Charles headed for Boscobel
House, a mile from White Ladies.
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The
Royal
Oak
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Why are so many pubs called The Royal Oak? That’s a very Cavalier question! Let me scratch my Roundhead

boredom buster

1

• 1547 – 1553: Edward VI (Protestant
son of Jane Seymour)
• 1553 – 1558: Mary I (Catholic
daughter of Catherine of Aragon)
• 1558 – 1603: Elizabeth I (Protestant
daughter of Anne Boleyn)
• 1603 – 1625: James I (Protestant
son of Catholic Mary Queen of Scots)
To appease the Protestant Puritans,
James commissioned a new
translation of the bible. The King
James Bible was published in 1611.
It continues to influence English
language and literature to this day.

12

VOLUME TWO

The annual reminder
In 1660, Parliament passed into law
“An Act for a Perpetual Anniversary” to
mark the restoration of the monarchy
after the English Civil War. The
story of the King hiding in the Oak
Tree was at the centre of the annual
celebrations. Restoration Day, which

In 1393, King Richard II introduced
a law that said “Whosoever shall
brew ale in the town with intention
of selling it must hang out a sign,
otherwise he shall forfeit his ale.”
This law was to make alehouses
easily visible to the inspectors who
would check the quality of the ale.
John Shakespeare, father
of the rather more famous
William, was an ale inspector.
If you had an ale-house, what
name and symbol would you
choose for your sign? Would you
go for something traditional, or
something marking the history
being made today? The Social
Distance? The Staying Inn?

Pub signs

1 Royal Oak,
Sleaford,
Lincolnshire

2 Royal Oak
Inn, Withypool,
Somerset

3 Royal Oak,
Newark
Nottinghamshire
4 Royal Oak,
Royal Oak,
Swallowcliffe

Why Roundheads
and Cavaliers?

Cavaliers

Roundheads

Everyone else

innsignsociety.com

WHO, WHAT, WHEN?

became more commonly known as
Royal Oak Day or Oak Apple Day, was
celebrated on 29 May every year.
Anyone who failed to wear a sprig
of oak risked being pelted with bird’s
eggs or thrashed with nettles. In
Sussex, those not wearing oak were
liable to be pinched, giving rise to
the name of Pinch Bum Day!
The oak tree at Boscobel has been
a heritage site attracting visitors for
hundreds of years. Unfortunately, over
enthusiastic souvenir hunters were not
satisfied with collecting acorns, and
during the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries too many tourists hacked off
branches as relics. The present-day tree
is believed to be a two or three hundred
year-old descendant of the original and
is thus known as ‘Son of Royal Oak’.
In 1859 Parliament abolished the
public holiday, but the idea of hiding in
a tree is embedded in many traditional
stories, and reminders of the story
of The Royal Oak can still be seen.
The Royal Oak is still the third most
popular name for a pub in England.
Pubs named The Black Boy are
also thought to show allegiance to
King Charles II. He was given this
nickname because of the darkness
of his skin, hair and eyes. 

WITH THANKS TO THE INN SIGN SOCIETY FOR ALL PHOTOGRAPHS.

The conflicts began in the previous
century during the reign of Henry
VIII, 1509 to 1547. He famously had six
wives to secure an heir. Because the
Pope refused to allow him to divorce
his first wife Catherine of Aragon
and marry the already pregnant Anne
Boleyn, in 1533 he changed the official
religion from Catholic to Protestant
and made himself head of The Church
of England. This created religious
and political conflict that continued
throughout the reigns of his successors
and eventually erupted into Civil War.

• 1625: King Charles I is crowned
and marries French Catholic
princess Henrietta Maria.
• 1629: King Charles believes that
he rules by divine right. Parliament
is dissolved for 11 years.
• 1642: Civil War breaks out
• 1649: King Charles I executed.
Royalists follow his son Charles II
• 1651: Charles II defeated at the
battle of Worcester, hides in The
Royal Oak, escapes to France.
• Interregnum: Monarchy replaced
by the Commonwealth of England
for ten years, much of which is
under the personal rule of Lord
Protector, Oliver Cromwell.
• 1653: Unification of England,
Scotland and Ireland
• 1658: Death of Oliver Cromwell and
succession of his son Richard
• 1660: Return of King Charles II and
the Restoration of the monarchy

Why do pubs
have signs?

4

N

What set it off?

3

ot

The English Civil War raged from 1642 to 1651 and was fought in
three main phases between Parliamentarians (Roundheads) and
Royalists (Cavaliers) over matters of political governance and
religion. It is a really complicated story, with lots of twists and turns,
but an interesting one with many repercussions even today.
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What was the
Civil War about?

2

share your creations #boredombuster

The King’s supporters were
called ‘Cavaliers because they
mainly fought on horseback.
In French ‘chevalier’ means
horse and in Spanish, ‘Caballero’
means armed horseman.
Cavaliers tended to have long
hair and were caricatured as
having fancy foreign ways.

Parliamentarians were nicknamed
’Roundheads’ because of the
many shaven headed apprentices
who joined up to fight in
Cromwell’s New Model Army
of highly trained infantrymen.
They were caricatured as
coarse and unsophisticated.

Most ordinary people
were simply forced to join
the same side as their
landlord, or the army that
reached their town first.
As places were attacked
and defeated, people
changed sides many times.

What did the tree do when the bank closed? It opened its own branch!

N

ature makes us feel good. Did you know
that even looking at pictures of plants can
improve your wellbeing? But when we are
in hospital or have to stay inside we can
feel distanced from the natural world. Lots of hospitals
are beginning to use the research evidence around the
impact of nature on our health to inform the design of
spaces and patient activities. Using images of nature
and natural materials in design is called ‘biophilia’.
Inspired by young people’s activism, and their
determination to tackle climate change to protect
our environment for future generations, Great
Ormond Street Hospital (GOSH) has decided to focus
their arts programme around ‘biophilia’. Have a go
at some of these activities to help you reconnect.

from the
arts team
at Great
Ormond
Street
Hospital.

wildlifetrusts.org

wwf.org.uk/getinvolved/youth-groups

Hospital:
Habitat name:
What species have you chosen?
What habitat do they live in?

What part of your hospital could be changed to become this habitat and how will it work?

ILLUSTRATIONS FREEPIK.COM

N

ot

mentalhealth.org.uk/
campaigns/thrivingwith-nature/guide

PHOTOGRAPHY CHARMING64 (WIKI)

Remember to tag your finished artworks
@GreatOrmondSt and @gosh_arts

Artist Kerry Lemon is fascinated by the
natural world. She would like you to be an
inventor and design your very own plant. What
shape and colour will it be? Is it ENORMOUS
or teeny tiny? What does it taste like? Can it
be used to make clothes or build a den?

Check out these websites
for further information
and activities:

Hospital habitat
GOSH Arts are working with artists Something
& Son to imagine how hospitals could become
more sustainable and incorporate elements
of the natural world. The environmental ideas
and passion of the younger generation are
important, so we hope to link with hospitals
around the country to share ideas online.
Hospitals have strict infection control
guidelines but we want to encourage people to
use their imaginations and generate ideas for
what they would like to be done differently.
The outputs from the project will feed into
Something & Son’s ongoing project ‘The Manuals’,
which explores how we can cultivate a new
culture where humans create ecosystems through
our everyday actions and infrastructures.
The project will also playfully support us to consider
how the redevelopment and running of the hospital
could enhance and support biodiversity on our planet.
Try this wild invention activity… choose any species
of wildlife you like and invent a habitat for it to live in
that could be inside or in the grounds of any hospital.

Design a brand
new plant
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Biophilia
is good
for you

boredom buster

Great Ormond Street Hospital
Great Ormond Street Hospital (GOSH)
opened in 1852 with just 10 beds,
becoming the first children’s hospital
in the English-speaking world. The
hospital was the first of its kind to
recognise that children had specific
medical needs, separate from adults,
that required a tailored approach.
Today we are one of the world’s leading
hospitals, and have pioneered many
share your creations #boredombuster

Above Peter
Pan and
Tinkerbell
sculpture
outside GOSH,
by Diarmuid
Byron O’Connor

new treatments that have benefited
the sickest children with complex
health conditions around the world.
GOSH has had a long association with
the arts and artists, including JM Barrie
who gifted the rights to Peter Pan to
the hospital in 1929. GOSH continues to
benefit from royalties and has a special
relationship with the boy who wouldn’t
grow up. The GOSH Arts programme

today support patients, families and
staff through art works, improving
the hospital environment, and the
opportunity to get involved in creativity
and culture across the hospital.
Our mission is to put the ‘child
first and always’. This describes why
we exist and has been the same
since our inception in 1852. 
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How did the beech and
the oak tree stop fighting?
They signed a treety!
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Peter Pan, or The Boy Who Wouldn’t
Grow Up, is a story that is constantly
retold, that has never grown old,
and that bestows a very real kind
of magic on children today. 

Right
Illustration
by Francis
Donkin
Bedford
(1864–1954)
from Peter
& Wendy,
published
in 1911

share your creations #boredombuster
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Above JM
Barrie in
1892, taken
by Frederick
Hollyer

ot

J

ames Matthew Barrie,
the ninth of ten children,
was born in Scotland in
1860. After graduating
from Edinburgh University he moved
to London and took lodgings behind
Great Ormond Street Hospital for
children (GOSH) to begin his career
as a writer. He married the actress
Mary Ansell in 1894 after she had
nursed him through an illness.
Barrie often went for walks in
Kensington Gardens with Porthos, his
Saint Bernard dog. It was here that he
befriended the Llewelyn Davies family
and their five boys: George, Jack, Peter,
Michael and Nico. Barrie entertained
the boys by wiggling his ears and his

eyebrows. The character of Peter Pan
was first invented to entertain George
and Jack. Barrie would say that their
little brother Peter could fly, that babies
were birds before they were born and
that the bars on nursery windows were
to keep them from flying away. This
grew into a tale of a little boy who did
fly away and joined a tribe of Lost Boys
“who fall out of their prams when the
nurse is looking the other way and if
they are not claimed in seven days, they
are sent far away to the Neverland.”
The stage play of Peter Pan was first
produced in 1904 to great success.
In 1911, he wrote a novel based on his
play which has never since been out
of print. In 1929, Barrie unexpectedly
and generously gifted his copyright of
Peter Pan to GOSH for Children. In 1988,
the House of Lords voted for a special
clause in the UK’s Copyright Designs &
Patents Act which gives the hospital the
right to a royalty from Peter
Pan in perpetuity.

N

JM Barrie, Peter
Pan and Great
Ormond Street
Hospital
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“Second star to
the right and
then straight
on ‘til morning”

Music from the woods

One of the oldest instruments is the Pan Pipe. The sound is made by blowing
across several tubes of bamboo of varying lengths tied together. Not all woodwind
instruments are made of wood, but they all rely on human breath to make wind.
The flute and piccolo
produce a sound by vibrating
the air blown against the
edge of an embouchure
hole on the headjoint. The
flute has been around for
at least 50,000 years.

The oboe and
bassoon produce a
sound by vibrating
two reeds, so they
are called double
reed instruments.

The clarinet appeared in
the 1600s. The sound is
produced by vibrating a
single reed attached to
the mouthpiece. It has
the widest range of all the
woodwind instruments.

The saxophone was invented
by Adolphe Sax in the mid
1800s. Even though the
saxophone is made out of
brass, it is classified as a
woodwind instrument because
of its single wooden reed.

Wendy House

The name Wendy was invented by JM
Barrie. The house that the Lost Boys
built for her, with a hat for a chimney
and a slipper for door knocker, has
given its name to children’s playhouses ever since. How would
you design a Wendy House?
“I wish I had a pretty house
The littlest ever seen,
With funny little red walls
And roof of mossy green.”
Wendy singing in Chapter 6: The Little
House in JM Barrie’s Peter Pan

Can you hum or sing these
songs about nature? Have
a game of ‘name that
tune’ with someone!
Strawberry fields forever, The Beatles
What a wonderful world,
Louis Armstrong
Cherry ripe, Janice Watson
Where have all the flowers
gone, The Kingston Trio
The Four Seasons, Vivaldi
Moon River, Henry Mancini
I was an oak tree, John Byrd
Sunshine on my shoulders,
John Denver
Mercy Mercy Me, Marvin Gaye

Project Gutenberg is an online library of free books and plays, and includes Peter Pan gutenberg.org

boredom buster

The Cat-Cow Stretch
(Chakravakasana)

This gentle stretch involves gently
moving the spine from a rounded
position (flexion) to an arched one
(extension). Each movement is
done in conjunction with either an
inhalation or exhalation of the breath.
Begin by sitting in a chair with your
feet flat on the floor and your hands

As you breathe in…

As you breathe out…

ot

Lower your arms gently until they
return to either side of your hips.
Repeat the gently raising and
lowering, with inhalations and
exhalations, for five to ten breaths.

Safety Precautions

Check with your doctor before doing these exercises
to make sure these movements are appropriate
for you. Yoga should always be pain-free. If you
feel any pain, gently back out of the pose.

on your knees. Take a few breaths to
establish a position with your shoulders
over your hips and a nice long spine.
As you breathe in….
Tilt your pelvis forward, emphasizing
your tail. Your belly will round forward.
Pull your shoulders down and back.
Look up towards the ceiling. This is the
seated version of the ‘cow’ position.

Chair Eagle –
(Garudasana)

For something a bit more challenging,
cross your right thigh over your
left thigh. If you can, wrap the
right foot all the way around the

As you breathe out….

Tilt your pelvis back, tucking your
tail under. Your spine will round. Pull
your navel in. Curve your shoulders
forward and take your gaze toward
your belly. This is the cat position.
Repeat these gentle stretches,
moving between cow on the
inhalations and cat on the
exhalations for five to ten breaths.

“AUM”
SAHASRARA

The Crown Chakra

left calf. This is the eagle pose.
Cross your left arm over the
right arm at the elbow. Bend the
elbows and bring your palms to face
each other so that they touch.
Lift the elbows while relaxing the
shoulders down away from the ears.
Hold for three to five breaths and feel
the gentle stretch. Untangle slowly and
gently return to your starting position.
Repeat on the other side.
Left thigh over right thigh,
right arm over left arm…
This is an exercise for your
mind as well as your body. Take
it slowly and experiment with
breathing deeply, expanding the
ribs like wings and imagining
yourself like a gliding bird.

“HAM”
VISHUDDHA

“YAM”
MULADHARA

The Throat Chakra

Above
Sanskrit is
a classical
South Asian
language used
to define poses
and practices
in yoga.

The Root Chakra

Final Relaxation
(Savasana)

Sitting upright with feet flat on the
floor, take a few minutes to sit with
your eyes closed and hands in your
lap at the end of your practice. Pay
attention to your breath and how
your body feels. This moment of
awareness will help your body and
your mind absorb all the good effects
of the poses you have done and help
to relax you into the rest of your day.
Activities such as yoga and tai chi help improve
balance and co-ordination. The NHS website
has links to videos that can be done at home.
nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/guide-to-yoga

ILLUSTRATIONS KATEMANGOSTAR (FREEPIK)

With straight arms, shoulder width
apart, raise your arms slowly and gently
in front of you and towards the ceiling.
Feel a gentle stretch through your torso
from your fingers to your sit bones. If
you feel comfortable to do so, you can
sway your upper body gently from side
to side to get a little bit of side stretch.

N

Research has shown that practicing
yoga offers many health benefits,
including stress reduction, better
sleep, improved muscle tone and
flexibility. The breathing can support
good lung health, and the movement
can improve physical confidence.
Yoga can be done anywhere. No
special clothing or equipment is
required, and it’s even possible to
enjoy a few of the most relaxing
movements from a seated position.

Sit with the shoulders relaxed and
rib cage sitting naturally over the
hips. Check yourself for a good
upper body posture. Anchor your
sit bones in your chair seat.

Striking the pose of a mythical beast
Although typically called “eagle pose”
in English, the garuda is in fact a huge,
mythical bird with the golden body of
a man, a white face, red wings, and an
eagle’s beak. Garuda appears in The
Ramayana, an epic poem from India.
The story has been constantly
retold over thousands of years, and
more recently in the media. In 1987
a hugely popular television series,

‘Ramayan’, drew over 100 million
viewers to become ‘the world’s
most viewed mythological serial’.

PHOTOGRAPHY YAYAN SOPIAN, SUKHJINDER

Yoga is sometimes described
as ‘meditation in motion’
as it involves practicing a
combination of physical and
mental exercise to promote
good health. The Vinyasa style
of yoga links the body to the
breath and combines slow gentle
movements, stretches and
poses with focussed breathing.

Palm Tree Pose
(Urdhva Hastasana)
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Meditation
in motion

What did the tree wear to the pool party? Swimming trunks!

“Merely on seeing Garuda, the
serpent-arrows that bound Rama
and Lakshmana turned themselves
into serpents and fled away in
the darkness in search of the
mighty forests and the seas.”

See beautiful ancient illustrated manuscripts at The British Library at bl.uk/collection-items/ramayana
share your creations #boredombuster
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How do trees access the internet? They log on

boredom buster

Dove

3
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Alex has been making origami models
for over 20 years, since the very
first time his dad taught him how
to make a Samurai Hat with paper.
He also works in the play team at
Bristol Royal Hospital for Children
where he helps patients and families
enjoy life as much as they can
through music, art, stories, games
and, of course, learning origami!
Since lockdown, in his spare time,
Alex has been able to focus on making
really time-consuming complex
models. “I like the realistic ones. The
pangolin is made from a one metre
piece of Kraft paper and took over a

4

7 !

4

Dr Lizzie Burns is the founder
of the Anti-boredom Campaign
and collaborates with the
Boredom Buster editorial team.
Lizzie is a Creative Specialist
in University College Hospital
London and a Director of
Origami Pulse (origamipulse.
com). Lizzie is sharing a fold
each week on youtube.com/
DrLizzieBurns with live folds most
Wednesdays at 2 pm. Thanks to
the British Origami Society with
diagrams from Nick Robinson.

“It takes you to a
different world”

3

5

6

10

11

9

8!
12 !
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Paper, news &
newspapers
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“In holding
paper, you
hold the
possibility
for creating
so much.”

Alex Ray

1
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with Dr Lizzie Burns
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Christmas tree

1

Paper
magic
rom simply folding, paper can be
transformed into many natural
shapes; trees, animals, flowers.
Paper was invented in China around
2,000 years ago, brought to Korea in the 4th century
then onto Japan. Buddhist monks used paper within
religious ceremonies as a valuable material.
An early mention of origami comes from a
poem in 1680 describing folded paper butterflies
at a Shinto wedding. Samurai warriors exchanged
gifts (noshi) as good luck tokens made of folded
paper strips. Origami skills are passed from one to
another through spending time together, like stories
passed through generations and across cultures.
Modern origami flourished with Akira Yoshizawa
in the 1950s inspiring people across the world.
Magician Robert Harbin started the British Origami
Society in 1967, encouraging people of all ages to
fold as a therapeutic tool for joy, calm and learning.
When holding paper in your hands, you touch
a material made from trees. In folding, you will
join a journey of discovery passed from one to
another. Paper can last thousands of years if
kept carefully. In this digital age we’re using less
paper. Enjoy touching paper. We hope these
ideas will inspire you on your origami journey.
Diagrams include pine trees from which this paper
was made. Imagine Scandinavian forests, doodle
on branches and leaves and imagine what could live
in your tree. Fold a nesting dove to bring peace and
calm. You can ask your carers for A4 paper. In holding
paper, you hold the possibility for creating so much.

2

The printers behind Boredom Buster,
Mortons, have a publishing history
that dates back to the Victorian era,
when a young William Kirkham Morton
introduced mechanical typesetting to
the small market-town of Horncastle,
Lincolnshire. They now print more than
450 newspaper titles per month, with
a print run of over 10 million copies!
Mortons are supplied with newsprint
paper by Palm Paper. At their site in
King’s Lynn, Norfolk, they have the
widest, largest and most powerful
newsprint paper machine in the
world. It has a working width of 10.63
metres and the capacity to produce

week to fold. It’s definitely my favourite
and has pride of place in the lounge.”
With a giant Yoda,
dinosaur skeletons, and
a 3m (9.8ft) long cobra,
Alex says he is running
out of space. But he also
finds it therapeutic.
“When my dad had
a stroke, origami
got me through
it. It takes you
into a different
world.”
alexrayorigami.com

400,000 metric tonnes of newsprint
paper per year. The King’s Lynn paper
mill was designed using the most
environmentally-friendly technologies
and the production there is based on
selected and sorted recycled fibres.
Turning trees into paper is a process
that can be traced back to China nearly
2,000 years ago, and it remains largely
the same today. Different trees will
result in different types of paper –
softwood trees (i.e. pine and fir) produce
strong and durable paper, whereas
hardwood trees (i.e. oak, birch) create
opaque and delicate paper. It’s all to do
with the length of their cellulose fibres.
Paper hasn’t always been made from
wood. The Egyptians used papyrus,
parchment and animal hides to make
it. In more recent times, exploring tree
alternatives has become big business.
Some materials already being used
to produce paper include old t-shirts,
fruit peel, seaweed and animal poo!

boredom buster

Mark Titchner is an English artist and Turner
Prize nominee who is particularly interested
in exploring words and language. His work
appears in many international collections,
including the Tate Gallery in London.

IWOULDLIKETOBEM
ORECONFIDENT

Now write down all the letters
that you haven’t crossed out.
Once I removed all of letters
that were repeated in my
example I have the letters:
IWOULDKETBMRCNF

A

zine is a mini magazine or
pamphlet made to capture
personal passions, experiences,
interests, hobbies or stories. It can be about
anything you like, and it can include all kinds
of artforms, including cartoons, collage,
sketches and diagrams as well as different
kinds of writing. Zines don’t set out to look
professional or corporate, but instead
celebrate a quirky, hand-made DIY style.
Because they are so effective at
capturing the personal experiences of
time and place, some of the greatest
libraries and archives in the world now
collect zines. Some also host online zine
making clubs. Find out more at The British
Library, The Wellcome Trust and TATE.

British Library www.bl.uk
The Wellcome Trust wellcomecollection.org
TATE tate.org.uk

ot

The next step is to use these letters
to make a drawing. We’re going to
use these letters to make a symbol.
There’s lots of ways you could
do this: you can rearrange your
letters in any way you like. You
could make some of the letters
bigger or smaller. You could turn some
upside down or join them together. It’s
completely up to you how you do this.
Here’s an example drawn
on the computer based on the
statement I used above ‘I would
like to be more confident’.
Yours will probably look very

more than once and we have
finished with an abstract symbol.
Take a look at what you’ve drawn.
Concentrate on what it looks like. Can
you remember the shape when you
close your eyes? It’s quite a difficult
thing to do. Open your eyes again,
does the shape look like you imagined
it to? Could you draw the shape again
without looking at your original drawing.
Try it and compare it to the original.
Again, it’s really quite difficult. Spend
as much time as you like concentrating
on the shape and how it looks.
When you are ready, it’s time for
the last part of the activity. The next
thing we are going to do might sound
a bit strange. We’re going to take the
drawings we made and we’re going to
tear them up into little pieces (of course
you don’t have to if you don’t want to)
and then to finish we are going to take
these pieces and throw them in the bin.
The very last thing that we are going
to do might sound even stranger but we
are going to try and forget completely
about the drawings that we made. Again
this might be harder to do than you
might think but try and forget about
your drawing and what you wrote down.
It’s time to move on to the next
activity for the day but in a couple of
months you might like to think about
what you wrote down and the drawing
you made. Can you remember what the
thing was that you wanted to happen?

N

F

or this activity all you will
need is a piece of paper
and a pen or pencil. To
start with you are going to ask yourself
a question: Is there something that you
would really like to happen? Perhaps
there is something that you would
particularly like to do or something that
you would like to be better at doing.
Maybe there is a place you’d like to go to
or even something that you would like
to own. Think about this for a moment.
Concentrate and try to think of this thing
that you would really like to happen.
When you are ready write it down
on the piece of paper. Instead of just
writing down the thing that you want
to happen, think of how you might
include it in a simple statement. You
can do this in any way but it could
start something like, ‘I would like to…’
or ‘It is my wish to…’ or ‘I want to…’.
It’s up to you but, for example, I could
write: ‘I would like to be more confident’.
Ok, so now we have a short
statement saying something that
you would like to happen. That’s
the first part of the activity.
Now look at what you have written
down. What we are going to do next
is condense your statement into
something shorter. Look at the
statement you have written. You’ll
see that in the sentence some letters
appear more that once. Now we are
going to cross out all the letters that
appear more than once leaving just one
of each letter. Here’s how this would
work with the example that I gave above:

What is a zine?

PHOTOGRAPH HANIFAH SOGBANMU

Mark Titchner
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ARTIST ACTIVITY:

different drawn by hand.
You can probably see all the letters
but by just looking at the symbol
you wouldn’t be able to guess what
the original statement was. Though
perhaps you might like to look at
someone else’s symbol and guess
what they were thinking of.
So, we’ve gone through the process
of thinking about something you
would like to happen, writing it down,
removing letters that appeared

Have a great day!

firstsite.uk
marktitchner.com
#artiswherethehomeis

What will go
in your zine?

TO MAKE YOUR OWN zine, use
the centre fold of this Boredom
Buster. Just follow these simple
folding instructions, make one slit
along the middle as shown, and start
filling it with your own creations.

share your creations #boredombuster
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5
4
3

7

2

6

boredom buster

ARTIST ACTIVITY:

Bob & Roberta Smith
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ay the table in the
shape of a tree.
Paul Klee thought
that trees represented the ‘Life
Force’. My tree has a rich crop
of spoons ready to be picked.
Your tree may have a crop of
cookie cutters or it may have real
fruit. Draw your tabletop tree
or take a photo. Every time you
look at this image you will see
an image of the ‘Life Force’.

S

omewhere Over The Rainbow
became a Covid-19 anthem,
inspiring rainbows everywhere.
Damien Hirst generously donated copies of
his artwork, ‘Butterfly Rainbow’, to hospitals
and gifted the profits of sales, £1,508,172,
to NHS Charities Together. He said:
“I wanted to do something to pay tribute to
the wonderful work NHS staff are doing…
The rainbow is a sign of hope and I think
it is brilliant that parents and children are
creating their own version and putting
them up in the windows of their homes.”

26
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Somewhere over
the rainbow…

ot

Stay well, stay in.
Bob & Roberta x

Artist Damien Hirst makes
installations, sculptures, paintings
and drawings. Fascinated by art
and science, as a teenager he
studied anatomical drawing at the
Leeds Medical School. A Turner
Prize winner (1995) his contribution
to British art was recognised
with a major retrospective
at Tate Modern in 2012.

damienhirst.com

firstsite.uk
bobandrobertasmith.co.uk
#artiswherethehomeis
share your creations #boredombuster

Patrick Brin OBE RA, better known by his
pseudonym Bob and Roberta Smith, is a
contemporary artist celebrated for his
’slogan’ art. He is Associate Professor
at Sir John Cass Department of Art at
London Metropolitan University.

What happens when a tree falls into mud? It leafs an impression
Main image
Mount Fuji,
Japan

Make, do and mend
with inspiration from

Bottom-left
Bonsai tree
container

Japan

Left Kintsugi
repaired teacup

Bottom
Origami boat

Chinese people were creating
miniature landscapes over 2000 years
ago. During the Kamakura period

Kintsugi
Golden joinery

Furoshiki
Bath spread

This is the art of folding and tying
fabric to carry items safely. The name
comes from the personalised cloth
that identified one’s kimono while at
the bathhouse. In 2006 the Japanese
Minister of the Environment promoted
furoshiki as a form of packaging to
reduce the use of plastic. It has since
been taken up all over the world as a
beautiful way to wrap gifts, or even
just carry shopping, while increasing
environmental awareness. All you need
to get started is a square of fabric.
Bring back the knotted hankie?

Centred on the idea that things are
made more beautiful by their flaws,
breakage and repair becomes part of
the history of an object to be revealed
rather than disguised. Broken pottery
is repaired using a lacquer dusted or
mixed with powdered silver or gold
to draw attention to the repair and
to make it even more valuable.

Sashiko
Little stabs
Another kind of mending that is
never meant to be invisible. On worn
clothing, repairs are made in running
stitches of contrasting thread to
highlight the rips, tears, frays, and
fringes of an individual garment. This
reinvents the garment into something
better, stronger and more beautiful.

Origami
Fold paper
The practice of folding and sculpting
flat paper into a three-dimensional
shape without using cuts or glue. The
structural principles of origami are also

used in many engineering applications.
The practice of Origami has been
proven to support wellbeing among
patients in hospitals. The focus required
is a very effective counter to anxiety
and boredom and the act of making
boosts self-esteem. See more on p. 20!

Chigiri-e
Shred picture

Chigiri-e is a form of collage created
using torn pieces of hand-made paper,
layered to create realistic or abstract
images. The special paper, Washi, is
made using an ancient technique that
has been recognised by UNESCO as
being part of Japan’s Intangible
Cultural Heritage.

TREE ILLUSTRATION WILL GOLDSBROUGH

Plant in container

Tear small pieces of coloured paper to suggest leaves and blossom. If you don’t have any glue, just use a dab
of water to hold the pieces in place. Enjoy re-arranging the pieces until you are happy with your picture.

Can you think of
something to fix
in a decorative
way that can
show off its story
and personal value?

PHOTOGRAPHY MANUEL COSETINO, MARK TEGETHOFF, STEENAIRE (FLICKR)

Bonsai

(700 years ago) the Japanese began
to copy the art-form but instead of
entire landscapes, the practice of
training individual trees became widely
popular. Training miniature trees takes
many years and the shapes reflect
each person’s own interpretation.

ot

Japanese researchers have found
that spending time taking in the
forest atmosphere can lower the
stress hormone cortisol, decrease
blood pressure and calm pulse rates.
Scientists are still exploring how these
mechanisms work, but nature’s ability to
provide a feeling of calm fascination, as
well as a sense of being away from dayto-day activities, seems to be the key.

Can you create a Chigiri-e picture from Boredom Buster’s coloured pages?

Right
Furoshiki
carry wrap
instructions

N

Forest bathing
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Below Sashiko
repaired denim

After the success of the recent
Rugby World Cup and with the
prospect of the forthcoming
Olympics, now is a good
time to take a look at some
elements of Japanese culture
that we can all enjoy.

Shinrin Yoku

boredom buster

Find out more about Japanese culture at web-japan.org
share your creations #boredombuster
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For more of Beth’s
poems, read her book
or check her website
VOLUME TWO

thepoetrymachine.live
share your creations #boredombuster

,

breathe the (10)

,
.

Feeling inspired? You might like to
choose just one line you have created
as a starting point, and write your
own poem or story from there...

I played around the roots of joy

Onwards and upwards...

Feel free to keep exploring - you can come back to these words again or write
something totally new. If you didn’t write anything down, don’t worry. Poetry
takes place in our thoughts and feelings as much as our words. Happy creating!
Feeling inspired? Discover more ideas at poetryfoundation.org

Colour 1

He

She
They

played
wondered

under the

Breathe the smell of (10)

through the

place.

roots

Hold this (9)

fruits

.

held by the

You
Listen to the sound of (8)

the (10)

danced

I
.

sat

flew

wrapped in the thought of (7)

Colour 5 Colour 4 Colour 3 Colour 2

the wing-beats in their clutch of eyes,
and now, at last, I see.

in my pocket for later,

Tear or cut out the words and
phrases on the right. Choose one
of each colour and arrange them
together like this: Colour 1, Colour 2,
Colour 3, Colour 4, Colour 5, e.g.:

Repeat this until you have as many lines
as you like and arrange them in an order
that makes sense to you. Now read
your poem and feel free to move words
around until ideas begin to flutter and
dance like leaves in your imagination.

I look around the bay
at all their urgent pride,

I put some (6)

of sadness

It started in the storm, their spokesman says.
We watched them build it piece by piece.

A leaf, frosted by
crisp sprinkles, clear against this
scoop of ice-cream sky.

(without the magnets!)

.

of joy

PHOTOGRAPHY AMANDA THOMAS (OH MAGAZINE)

Oh yes!
a careful mess of twigs,
a soundless bleep of beaks,
a stolen breath: the nest.

Traditionally, a haiku is about a
season. It describes 1-2 images in
words to capture the essence of a
moment in time. Try writing your
own haiku. Here is one I made:

Magnetic Poetry

the future tastes like (5)

,

seeds

He shakes his head at me
and jabs with force - you see?

N

I nod: It’s lovely now the leaves are back
and all this rain we’ve had is almost gone.

1st line: “first, five syll-ables” (5 syllables)
2nd line: “now, se-ven more
syll-a-bles” (7 syllables)
3rd line: “and a-noth-er five” (5 syllables)

of (4)

of excitement

The nearest, in his Sunday best,
is dressed for how he wants to be.

Here, in this (3)

around the

A haiku has three lines and tends not to
rhyme. Often, each line has a specific
number of syllables. A syllable is a chunk
of a word. Count them on your fingers:

The room’s long window
is a treasure shared by all four men.

He points outside
towards that sturdy tree.

30

Haiku

Four male bodies hatch
in fragments, tucked in separate beds.

by (2)

into the

something obvious
I haven’t noticed yet.

(1)

branches

What discoveries
have you made?

and straight away,
I sense a secret,

You’ve now created a poem! Read it
to yourself, aloud or in your head. You
can play with the words as much as
you like. Perhaps you would like to
give it to someone as a present?

forest

I step inside,

1. Write down an outdoor place,
e.g. a countryside spot or park,
that you would like to spend
some time thinking about. Or
you could make one up.
2. Write down your name or
what you like to be called.
3. Imagine you are holding a container
with some picnic food or drink inside.
Write down the container (don’t
write down what’s inside yet!) e.g. a
flask, a tupperware box, a basket.
4. Write down an emotion that
exists in this place, e.g. a sense
of calm, friendship or love.
5. Write down the picnic food or
drink that you imagined earlier e.g.
hot chocolate or ginger cake.
6. Write down a colour you can see
in your chosen outdoor place
7. What else does this colour
remind you of? (for example,
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In the hospital bay

ot

B

eth Calverley is the Poet
in Residence at University
Hospitals Bristol & Weston
NHS Foundation Trust. Her role is
funded by the hospital’s charities.
Before the pandemic, Beth visited
hospitals and co-created poems with
people, face-to-face, on her typewriter.
For the past year, she has created
poems with people over the phone or
through video calls.
Beth has put
together a few
poetry activities
for you to try.

Where you see a number
and a gap in the poem
opposite, write the answer
to the following questions:

10. If you were in your outdoor place,
what might you smell in the air?
Think about this smell as you
breathe in deeply three times.

of love

Wondrous
words

So often, what we don’t say is as
important as what we say. Blackout
poetry allows new poems to grow from
the roots of what we leave behind.
Find a piece of text in this Boredom
Buster, then take a pen and circle
words you want to keep. These
words will form a new poem.
When you’ve circled all the
words you want to keep, scribble
out everything else so only your
circled words are showing.
If you want to, you can write out your
poem, adding any extra words you want.

dark green reminds me of
my grandparents’ Volvo).
8. Write down a sound you can
hear when you’re in this place.
9. Imagine you are picking something
up or touching something, like
holding a newborn conker or putting
your hand on the shoulder of a nearby
tree. What does it feel like? (e.g.
shiny and cold or warm and rough).

of hope

Hidden messages

Poem by Numbers

We

What do you get if you cross a pig with a conifer? A porcupine!

boredom buster

ARTIST PROFILE

Sophie Higgins

N

S

ophie Higgins’ love for
visual storytelling began
at an early age. Her first
projects consisted of
converting her Nan and Grandad’s shed
into anything from a pirate ship to a fox’s
burrow, depending on what her sister
and cousins wanted to play that day.
Higgins started her career painting
for festivals, designing and building
immersive settings at Boomtown in
2013. Her creative dreams, eye for detail
and desire to go exploring catapulted
her into several years of painting
murals across the globe and for West
End theatre productions. In 2020 she
was recognised as one of the inspiring
female artists of the future in a book

of new life, and the magenta in the
flowers reflects the nurse’s uniforms.
Cherry blossoms also feature heavily in
traditional Japanese art. Bristol Museum
and Art Gallery has the biggest collection
in the country and during a research trip
I was lucky to spend some time with the
specialist curator, Kate Newnham, who
allowed me to visit the vaults and get
close enough to see the fine details of
some of these ancient and magnificent
creations. A wonderful experience
which was incredibly inspirational.
“The large scale of the birds and
flowers echo Japanese painting but will
hopefully draw the attention of all that

ot

Painting truly
sensational pictures
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What do you call birds in love? Tweethearts

called ‘Women’ and began a mentorship
programme at Pinewood Film Studios.
Alongside her stage and film
creations and exhibitions of personal
work, Sophie also works to commission.
She was recently commissioned
to create a mural for
St Michael’s Hospital
in Bristol, which is
primarily focussed on
maternity services and
women’s health. Here she
describes her inspiration.
“I have chosen to use
cherry blossom as it
has connotations of
the fragility and beauty

boredom buster

‘...help patients feel a
little more comfortable
and at ease in the
clinical environment...’
pass by. The blue tits are to help bring the
outside world into the hospital, inspired
by my research in Eco-psychology.
Eco-psychology is a growing body of
research that points to the beneficial
effects that exposure to the natural
world has on health, reducing stress
and promoting healing. I hope that
painting a species of bird traditionally
seen in our gardens at home will help
patients feel a little more comfortable
and at ease in the clinical environment
that can feel so alien to many.” 

See more of Sophie’s work at
sophiemhiggins.com
share your creations #boredombuster

Above
Sophie’s
completed
mural at St
Michael’s
Hospital in
Bristol

Right An early
sketch of the
composition
Left Sophie
has painted all
over the world.
This piece
is in India.

People often observe
that Sophie’s work has
an unusual vibrancy. She
explains why this might be:
“What makes my work unique is I have
Synaesthesia. Synaesthesia is the
neurological condition in which the
senses are interconnected; as one
sense is activated, so is another. For
example, certain musical notes will

taste like the colour yellow. For me the
patterns created by shadows produce
a visual rhythm and harmony like a
series of repeating notes in a melody.
I genuinely believe this is an artistic
gift that I’ve been blessed with and
I hope to give others a momentary
insight into the phenomena through
my work. Transporting the viewer
from one plane of existence to
another is one of art’s many gifts.”

See an online exhibition of Japanese art from Bristol Museum
at exhibitions.bristolmuseums.org.uk/japanese-prints
VOLUME TWO
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The
art of
medicine
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Right Leg and
foot écorché
drawing and
patient’s hand
with lump over
knuckle, by Dr
David de Berker
Opposite
Selection of
sketches by
patients

ot

Above
Courage
pencil, by Dr
Lizzie Burns

human form through a module called
Drawing Medicine. Medical students are
likely to have opted for science subjects
at school, so the course begins with a
gradual introduction. Students begin
by sketching a single hand or foot,
and they progress to a full body lifedrawing. Some students so valued the
course that they went on to found Arts
in Medicine, the Medical Humanities
and Creative Arts student society.
In Dr David’s own words, “These are
drawings done quickly, normally with
a ball point, normally when the patient
is talking. By doing the drawing, you
bring attention (in the instance to the
left, to the position of the lump over the
knuckle). The activity of drawing also
reduces the pace of the consultation
and gives the patient time to say
things they might otherwise not feel
sufficiently relaxed to ask. In this way
you have helped ensure a consultation
where the patient has had space and
felt informed, the clinician has had
focus and recorded evidence of having
looked effectively, and, where annotated,
to have run through certain points
with the patient. With the evolution of
remote consultation using photographs,
these steps and interactions are lost.
The nature of the image may be more
accurate but it does not arise through
a process that has afforded a shared
understanding of the problem.”
Dr Natalia Mesa is a Women’s health
specialist. Having completed an MSc in
Medical Humanities at King’s College she
is now embarking on a PhD, exploring

N

F

or doctors, the art of
diagnosing by feeling,
looking and listening is as
old as medicine itself. With so many
imaging machines now in use, such as
X Rays, Sonograph, MRI and CT, and
the increased use of laser treatment
and keyhole surgery, being able to read
and understand pictures is an essential
skill for healthcare professionals.
For medical students, learning to
look and to learn from experience
are both important parts of their
training. Drawing the human body can
be an effective means of developing
visual skills, and making expressive
artwork can be a safe and enjoyable
way to reflect on the more emotional
aspects of caring for patients.
Dr David de Berker is a Consultant
Dermatologist and Clinical Senior
Lecturer. Drawing is an integral part
of his clinical work with patients. He
makes sketches to show to patients and
keeps them as part of medical notes.
He also teaches second-year medical
students to better understand the
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Where do saplings go to learn? Elementree school

boredom buster

Écorché is the artistic practice
of drawing the body to show
the underlying anatomy
of muscles and bones.

share your creations #boredombuster

ways of introducing the arts and medical
humanities to medical training in Spain.
Close study of paintings has been used
in medical training since the mid-1990s,
not only to enhance observational skills,
but also to develop compassion and
empathy, to enrich communication
between patients and professionals.
She encourages medical students to
look closely, to interpret what they
see, to consider words unsaid, and to
remember that everyone has a different
perspective. This practice helps medical
professionals better understand
how patients see their illnesses.
Explore the field of
medical humanities with
a free online course at
futurelearn.com/courses/
medicine-and-the-arts

Artists on
the ward

Many hospitals now have arts
programmes that not only address

how environmental design affects how
patients feel, but that also provide
creative activities for recovery and
wellbeing. For example, this Boredom
Buster draws on tried and tested
resources produced by hospital
arts specialists, arts therapists
and members of the NHS National
Performance Advisory Group for Arts,
Design and Heritage in Hospitals.
For patients who feel frustrated,
bored or anxious, drawing, sketching

or doodling can be a great way to pass
the time, with unexpected benefits.
Whilst drawing, the mind is distracted
from other worries, the hands and
eyes are occupied and able to take
control, and each person is able to
find a unique way of self-expression.
Don’t worry about whether
your drawing seems any good to
someone else. Give it a try, and see
if drawing feels good to you.
Draw what you see in front of
you, or something from memory.
Or make an abstract pattern.
NO PENCIL? NO PROBLEM
If you don’t have a pen or a pencil, artist
Graeme Mortimer Evelyn recommends
closing one eye and tracing your finger
around the outline of the things you
can see. It’s very relaxing and usually
reveals some new surprising details
that may have gone unnoticed. 
See Graeme’s work at
graemeevelyn.com

How do trees make themselves heard? Amp-leaf-ication

The Poetree (sorry!)

Relax, Look &

Imagine
With Addenbrooke’s Arts,
Cambridge University Hospitals
and The Fitzwilliam Museum.

A

ot

rt has the power to transport and
provoke us, engage our imaginations,
absorb and distract us! At the Fitzwilliam
Museum we have been harnessing these ‘powers’
in the creation of the guided relaxation film series,
Relax, Look & Imagine. Each film features a popular
artwork from the Museum’s collection. Here are two
examples, alongside activities for you to enjoy.

The Gust of Wind, c.1872

N

Pierre-Auguste Renoir (1841–1919)

Day trips to the countryside were a
new and popular activity for Parisians
at this time, made possible by the
development of the railways.
Notice how the sky and wind are the
subjects in this picture. Our eyes are
drawn to the movement of the trees,
bushes and the racing clouds in the
sky; all achieved by the seemingly
simple act of blurring the paint! 

Still your busy mind with the Relax, Look & Imagine guided
relaxation film. Travel through these artworks and more at
youtube.com/c/UniversityofCambridgeMuseums

maybe gentle, free, peaceful and calm?
What are you able to smell? Is it the
scent of blossom, the fresh grass, or
maybe the lake in the distance? Can
you almost taste them? Are they crisp,
lush, sweet or almost enticing?
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Imagine you have just stepped into
one of the paintings below.Take a
deep breath and imagine the smell
of fresh grass, the delicate scent
of blossom.Imagine lying on the
ground and watching the clouds
moving above you, glimpsed through
the lacy canopy of the trees.
What does the air feel like on your
skin? Is it warm, soft, fresh or is
there another feeling?What does the
ground beneath you feel like? Is it cold
with dew, warm from the sun, firm or
springy? Can you feel the bark of a tree,
a blossom petal, the leaves on a bush,
are they silky, rugged, wild, delicate?
What are you able to hear? Is it
birdsong, the leaves fluttering in the
breeze, the gurgling sound of a stream
or maybe the people’s voices? What do
the sounds feel like? Joyous perhaps? Or

boredom buster

Can you imagine a sleepy summer’s
day, sitting on a steam train, window
open, looking out at this view? Leaving
the train, you feel the warmth of the
wind on your skin; setting off, you walk
to this valley, travel to the hilltop and
look back at the scene below you.

1
2
3

 old a piece of paper like a
F
fan and draw leaves along
the first fold. Tear or cut and
so you have multiple leaves.

Write a word on each leaf
which describes what you
can see, hear and touch in the
painting, and what it made you feel.

Drop the leaves on to the
page and move them around.
You could draw leaves to
fill in the gaps for more words
and create your own PoeTree.

Springtime, 1886

Claude Monet (1840 –1926)

This orchard was part of Monet’s
famous garden at Giverny. He painted
the waterlilies here over 250 times.
The two people in the picture are his
son Jean and stepdaughter Suzanne. 
Notice how Monet has used color
to create shape and form; there are
no outlines here, just brush strokes
depicting the lacy canopy of the trees,
delicate blossom, the landscape
and our seated couple at rest. 
Can you imagine sitting on the
cool grass in this orchard, listening
to the sound of bird song and
perhaps a river in the distance?
Can you hear the conversation?
What do you think it’s about?

share your creations #boredombuster
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Facebook @firstsite
Twitter @firstsite
Instagram @firstsitecolchester
You can also share your artworks
on their Online Studio where you
can see other people’s posts and
get inspiration for your own ideas.
firstsite.uk/online-studio
To find out when
future packs are being
shared, and to sign up
to the mailing list, go to:
firstsite.uk/newsletter
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This is a drawing game that my daughter
Flo loved to play when she was young
between the ages of maybe 8–12 but I
loved playing it too so it’s for any age.
What you will need is several
sheets of paper or a sketchbook.
We used A4 printer paper but
any sort will do. Also you’ll need
drawing materials as simple
or elaborate as you like.
Draw each step on a separate
piece of paper, fill the page and draw
quite fast, don’t over think it just lose
yourself in the story and the detail.
Talking about it with someone else
while you are doing it also adds to the
fun, it helps to build the character.

STEP 1

Think of a character
It can be anyone from anywhere
at any time, it does not even
need to be human or even real, a
complete fantasy. Now draw this
character, what do they look like?
What sort of body do they have?
What are they wearing? How old
are they? What do they do all day?
You can spend as long or as
little as you like on each step. I
think me and Flo usually spent
10–15 minutes on each drawing.

Grayson Perry
and Flo Perry,
Drawings from
The Character
Game,
1998–2004

STEP 2

Who do they live with?
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When you have made your artworks,
the good people at Firstsite
would love to see them! Share
your creations by posting on your
chosen social media channels
with #artiswherethehomeis,
and don’t forget to tag them!

The Character
Game

Draw their family or their housemates
or their pets. Do they have children,
how many, how old are they? How
is everyone dressed, what does it
say about them and their lives?
STEP 3

Where they live

Draw the outside of their dwelling. Is it
a house? A flat? A bus? A castle? A tent?
Think of your character as if they were
someone you met or know and guess
what sort of home they might live in.
What sort of garden do they have, is it
tidy or messy? Garage? Shed? Where is
their house, in the country, city, suburb
or town? Are there trees, traffic, other
houses nearby? How old is their home?
What style? What country do they live
in? Are they richor poor or in between?

ot

This is a generously contributed
excerpt from Firstsite’s ‘Art is
where the home is’ activity pack
3, which contains fun activities
for you to make and do at home.

Grayson Perry

STEP 4

N

Art is
where
the
home is

Grayson Perry CBE RA, is an English contemporary artist,
writer and broadcaster. He won the Turner Prize in 2003, and his
ceramics, tapestries and wider work can be enjoyed in many of the
world’s leading galleries. Recently Grayson’s Art Club on Channel 4
has encouraged many people to get creative themselves.

ARTIST ACTIVITY:

Inside their home

Now draw inside their house.
Is it their living room, kitchen,
bedroom, dining room or some
other place? Is it tidy? What
is their furniture like? What is
on their shelves? Where does
the pet sleep? Wallpaper,
lights, cushions, TV, carpets
– think about all these sorts
of things and draw them.
Think about the choices your
character would make, if you
are playing with someone
else have a chat about it.

share your creations #boredombuster

STEP 5

Transport

You can do as many steps as you have
time for and you can add new ones if you
think of them. Tomorrow you can do the
whole thing again with a new character
who is very different and may take you
to different places and introduce you
to new characters.
Keep all your
STEP 6
drawings,
Work
maybe you
could illustrate
Draw your character at work, what
a story with all
do they do? Where do they work, at
the characters
home, in an office, a factory, a shop,
together. Before
a restaurant, a hospital? It could be
you know it
anywhere. Who do they work with? Do
they wear special clothes? What tools do you may have
a book!!
they use? Do they work with the public?
What does their workplace look like?
Draw your character on a journey. Do
they have a car, a bicycle, a horse, a
skateboard, a boat, a motorbike or
some new invention? Do they travel by
bus or train or plane? Where are they
going, work, holiday, fun, shopping?

STEP 7

Holidays

Draw your character on holiday with
their family or housemates. Where
do they go? What do they do? What
do they eat? What do they do for fun?
What do they wear on holiday?

boredom buster

How do you keep trees in suspense? Tell them tomorrow

“... this isn’t just
some artistic
whim… find me
somebody who
doesn’t feel
better listening to
those sounds...”

Whispering
leaves: what are
they saying?

ot

PHOTOGRAPH ANNA FARTHING

Archive has also made available an
interactive resource so that people
can mix their own tracks from over
33,000 sounds from around the world.
These clips range from the first nature
recording ever made on wax cylinder
by eight-year old Ludwig Koch in 1889
to an encounter between a Mountain
Gorilla and David Attenborough.
To listen to the programmes
and podcasts, and to
access the archive, search
BBC Soundscapes for Wellbeing

PHOTOGRAPH JOSHUA SORTINO

...or go to canvas-story.
bbcrewind.co.uk/
soundscapesforwellbeing
share your creations #boredombuster

PHOTOGRAPH DAVID RICHARDS

S

pending time in nature
can improve mood, but
sometimes people cannot
physically access the natural world.
To address this, a BBC project is
bringing soundscapes of music and
nature directly to listeners, wherever
they are, with Radio 3, 6 Music, BBC
Sounds, and BBC Two’s Winterwatch.
The project includes ‘Mindful Mix’ tracks
to aid relaxation, fascinating nature
programmes and even virtual listening
visits, for example, to hear water flowing
over the ancient rocks of Dartmoor.
In a ground-breaking study,
researchers are working alongside
the project to explore whether virtual
encounters with nature can offer some
of the same benefits as being outdoors
for those who are confined or isolating.
The research team is led by Alex
Smalley from the University of Exeter
who says, “this isn’t just some artistic
whim… find me somebody who doesn’t
feel better listening to those sounds.”
If you fancy making your own
soundscapes, the BBC Sound Effects

N

Could simply listening
to birdsong or waves
lapping on the beach
be enough to help
people recover from a
stressful situation?
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Soundscapes
for wellbeing

Author Thomas Hardy wrote that
people could identify a tree by the
sound of its leaves in the wind. This is
called susurration. To listen to leaves
in the trees, simply search BBC Radio 4 sounds of
leaves, or visit bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000b6sm
ILLUSTRATION ANA JAKS

Forest sounds

One of the most powerful benefits
of the forest is how it sounds.
And thanks to tree.fm, you can
listen to the relaxing sounds of nature from any
digital device. People around the world recorded
the sounds of their forests, helping you ease
into nature even if you’re not able to travel.
From the Black Forest in Germany to Kotori no
Mori (forest for birds) in Japan, there are countless
soundscapes available to listen to at any time for
free. Users can simply click through as many forests
as they like. You’ll be instantly transported into
the tranquil environments, full of bird songs and
the sound of wind whispering across branches.
Ready to relax? Check out tree.fm
VOLUME TWO
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What’s the same size and shape as an oak tree, yet weighs nothing? An oak tree’s shadow

boredom buster

“During my recovery, it became
clear to me that my next artwork
should focus on the vaccine...”

L

uke Jerram is an
internationally renowned
artist who works at the
cross over of the arts,
the sciences and public participation.
You may not recognise his name, but
it is likely that you have come across
his work. Maybe you noticed Play Me,
I’m Yours, in which pianos are placed
in public places like railway stations
and shopping centres. Or perhaps you
were awed by the Museum of the Moon,
a perfect scale model of the lunar
surface, seven metres in diameter,
that has been experienced by more
than ten million people worldwide.
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In 2004 he created a glass sculpture
of the HIV virus, beginning a series
made with expert virologists known
as Glass Microbiology. Each piece is
approximately one million times larger
than life and is made in clear glass, by
expert glassblowers Brian Jones and
Norman Veitch, to better reflect that
viruses, although immensely powerful,
are in fact smaller than the wavelength
of light and therefore have no colour.
The pieces are in science museums
and art collections all over the world,
and images of them are frequently
used in medical journals and the media.
Glass Microbiology includes a sculpture

Above In
Memoriam
displayed at
Sandbanks
Beach in
Poole, 2020
Top-right
Aerial view of
In Memoriam
at Sandbanks,
Poole
Right
COVID-19 and
AstraZeneca
vaccine
molecule
in glass

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF ARTS BY THE SEA

of COVID-19 (‘CO’ stands for corona,
‘VI’ for virus, and ‘D’ for disease).
Most recently, Luke Jerram made a
glass sculpture of the molecule of the
AstraZeneca vaccine. All profits from the
sale of a limited edition of five pieces will
be donated to a global health charity.
As Luke explains: “When I created
a sculpture of Covid-19 back in March
2020, little did I know I’d later be
among those to contract the virus.
It’s an awful disease and two months
on, my sense of smell is shot, I have
tinnitus and still feel tired at times.
“During my recovery, it became clear
to me that my next artwork should

share your creations #boredombuster

GLASS ARTWORKS AND FLAGS REFLECTED IN WATER LUKE JERRAM

N
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COMMISSIONING IN MEMORIAM
In early 2020, Luke Jerram was
commissioned by Culture Weston and
University Hospitals Bristol and Weston
NHS Foundation Trust to create In
Memoriam, an outdoor public artwork
that was to be the centrepiece of a new
festival, the Weston Arts and Health
Weekender. Unfortunately, lockdown
restrictions compelled the festival
to be postponed, and the festival
producers redirected their energies
to creating the first Boredom Buster.
However, in the summer of 2020,
and thanks to additional funding from
Without Walls, In Memoriam was able
to be seen in other places, such as
London, Bournemouth and Worcester,
each time increasing in resonance
and meaning. Darren Henley, Chief
Executive of Arts Council England,
selected it as the Number 1 in his
top ten artistic works of 2020.
In Memoriam is a touring temporary
memorial for the public to visit and
remember all those we have lost from
the COVID-19 pandemic. The artwork is
also made in tribute to all the healthcare
workers and volunteers who have been
risking their lives during the crisis.

What's a tree’s
favourite drink?
Root bear

Presented in the open air and in
windy locations, the structure allows
the public to enter, contemplate and
explore the artwork, whilst adhering
to the rules of social distancing.
Luke says, “Not many people have
been able to grieve properly, with loved
ones unable to visit their relatives in
hospitals, funerals cancelled, churches
and cathedrals closed… There's a
massive need for an artwork that can
help us grieve for those we’ve lost.”
The artwork is both an installation
and a venue for events such as
poetry readings, remembrance

PHOTOGRAPH FINNBARR WEBSTER

Seeing things
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focus on the vaccine, our way out of
this global crisis, as a tribute to the
scientists and medical teams who
have been working collaboratively
across the world to fight the virus.
“It’s brilliant that such effective
vaccines have been created in such
a short space of time and that here
in the UK we’ve been able to roll them
out so quickly. However, the fight
against the disease is a global one,
which is why I wanted to support
Médecins Sans Frontières, through
the sale of these sculptures.”

ceremonies, and concerts of
music. The flags have also been
used as screens for projection.
Referencing hospitals and care
homes during the crisis, the flags are
created from bed sheets and arranged
in the form of a medical logo. The
reverberating sound made by the
sheets as they respond to the wind is
particularly moving. Visitors have been
able to pause and reflect while standing
amidst the artwork and many have said
they felt both moved and uplifted. 
Go to Luke Jerram’s website to
find out more lukejerram.com
In a collaboration between hospital arts
programmers at more than twenty hospital
organisations, The NHS National Performance
Advisory Group for Arts, Design and Heritage
in Hospitals is developing a national project
to support NHS staff reflect on their
experiences of the pandemic. To find out
more, contact your arts programme team.

Ways to
wellbeing

1

CONNECTING
Connections are the cornerstones
of life and it’s worth investing
in them. Building new connections
and strengthening existing
ones can enrich each day.
Are there different ways to stay in
touch with people online, by phone
or by post? Can you find common
interests with new acquaintances?
Maybe use Boredom Buster as a
starting point for a conversation.

3

TAKING NOTICE
Be aware of the world around
you and what you are feeling.
Reflecting on your experiences will help
you appreciate what matters to you.
Engaging your senses to divert
your attention can help calm
troubling thoughts and feelings.
What can you hear, smell, touch,
taste, see? Can you make a list or
draw a sketch of how things are?

4

5

GIVING
Thank someone. Smile. Look
out, as well as in. This can
really boost your mood as well as
create opportunities to connect.
Time and attention are the greatest
gifts you can give. A small investment
in gratitude can deliver a huge
return, boosting mood and improving
the atmosphere for everyone.

ot

After reviewing more than 400
scientific papers, The New Economics
Foundation identified five key things
that people can do to contribute to
their wellbeing. These Five Ways to
Wellbeing have been widely shared
by healthcare organisations to help
people value the beneficial activities
that they are already doing, and to
invest time in those that are new
or perhaps have been forgotten.
During the coronavirus pandemic,
many minds have been preoccupied
with essential concerns like health and
family, education and finances. It can
seem overwhelming. Faced with so
many challenges and restrictions, it is
even more important to think creatively
about what we can do to take care of
ourselves. The Five Ways to Wellbeing
can help us think about what matters
to us and find ways of adapting the
things we enjoy to any new situation.

2

LEARNING
Apply yourself to something
that you will enjoy achieving.
Do it for the fun of it. Even a tiny bit of
progress will boost your confidence.
Trying to develop a skill can give
your mind a focus, and provide a
sense of achievement. Don’t worry
about being any good at it, just
explore whether it is good for you.
Have a go and see what happens.

N

Five ways...

BEING ACTIVE
Movement makes us feel good,
and it doesn’t need to be vigorous.
Find something you enjoy and that
suits your level of mobility and fitness.
Start wherever you are at and find
something that makes you smile.
Be kind to yourself and build up a
little each day. Where there’s a will,
there’s a way. Think of a tune, move
whatever you can and enjoy.
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What is green, has leaves, and a trunk? A house-plant going on a cruise holiday!
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What is ‘social
prescribing?’
Social prescribing - sometimes
referred to as community referral is a way that GPs, nurses and other
health and care professionals refer
people to a range of local, non-clinical
services. Social prescribing addresses
people’s needs in a holistic way. It also
aims to support individuals to take
greater control of their own health.
Social prescribing activities are
often provided by voluntary and
community organisations. Examples
include volunteering, walking,
arts activities, drama and music,
group learning, sports, gardening,
befriending, and cookery.
There are many different models for
social prescribing but most involve a
‘link worker’ who listens carefully to
what matters to each person, then helps
connect people to community groups
and organisations for practical and
emotional support. They can also help
groups to be accessible and sustainable
and support people starting new groups.
The NHS Long Term Plan
published in January 2019 has a
commitment to personalised care
and increasing access to social
prescribing for the whole population.
If you think social prescribing
might be of benefit to you, you
can refer yourself or ask your
GP for more information. 

Search gov.uk for social prescribing
share your creations #boredombuster
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More ideas to banish boredom
EVERYONE IS AN ARTIST...

The January Challenge
64 Million Artists is an organisation
that shares suggestions to help people
get creative and connect with each
other on social media. In January,
they sent out a prompt every day.
You can find out more, and join the
conversation online, by using the
hashtags #TheJanuaryChallenge
#64MillionArtists on Twitter, Instagram
and Facebook or by going to the website
64millionartists.com
Here are a selection of challenges
from January 2021:
I remember by Lemn Sissay
Write down the words ‘I remember.’
Now, write down whatever memory
comes to mind. Every time you run out
of ideas, go back and start each new
line with the same words ‘I remember.’
Pocket of Hope by It’s Not
your Birthday, But
Decorate a piece of paper with words,
images, marks or colour that will give
you or someone else hope or joy.

Get Creative
Together with lots of arts and culture
organisations, the team behind this BBC
initiative research what works best for
people’s wellbeing, and make resources

A Story Retold by James Holmes
Take your favourite childhood book, and
reimagine the story from a different
character's perspective. How does
their perspective change the story?
Mapping Memories by Jerome
Choose an area that you know and
love, and create a map that shows all
of your favourite routes. You could
doodle your map or write out the route!
Festival Fun by Hazel Ettridge
Plan a festival that you would love
to go to. Think of a theme and
a name. What will you be doing,
seeing, listening to or experiencing?
What food will you be eating?
Hidden Faces by Pearl Barcoe
Find faces in the objects around
you by looking for or feeling them.
Search for hidden faces around you,
or arrange objects into a face. What
expression is the face pulling?
Poem of Love by Ines
Yearwood-Sanchez.
Write a poem that lists the things
that you like about yourself. Your
poem can be long or short, rhyming
or non-rhyming - anything goes!

available to everyone. Workshops and
short films about music, drawing,
poetry, dance, photography, modelling
and more can all be found via one
website www.getcreativeuk.com
VOLUME TWO
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Dear
Reader…

—attending an event (live
or virtual) that transforms
how you feel
—discovering that a creative
writing group is just what
the doctor ordered
—connecting with a community
of people that offers
strength and support
—accessing new creative training
opportunities and employment
—feeling that Weston is
somewhere you can make a mark
—celebrating the history of
this seaside resort and proudly
being part of its future

*Staff: please collect any feedback and send
to The Hospital’s Arts & Culture Programme,
Bristol Royal Infirmary, Upper Maudlin
Street, Bristol, BS2 8HW. Thank you.
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With its friendly community,
playful heritage and skies that go
on and on, Weston’s charms take
hold as firmly as the sand that
clings between toes. Through
the creation of this Boredom
Buster, artists near and far have
come together to spread a little
sunshine, and we hope that
it can transport you to wider
horizons at this difficult time.
cultureweston.org.uk

UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS
BRISTOL AND WESTON NHS
FOUNDATION TRUST provides
exceptional services that meet
the needs of local people as well
as delivering specialist services
across the South West and
beyond. It comprises Bristol Royal
Infirmary, Bristol Heart Institute,
Bristol Haemotology and
Oncology Centre, Bristol Royal
Hospital for Children, St Michael’s
Hospital, Bristol Eye Hospital,
Bristol Dental Hospital, South
Bristol Community Hospital,
Weston General Hospital
and Central Health Clinic.

NHS NATIONAL
PERFORMANCE ADVISORY
GROUP FOR ARTS,
DESIGN AND HERITAGE IN
HOSPITALS brings together
NHS professionals who are
involved in the leadership and
delivery of Arts, Heritage and
Design services across hospitals.
The purpose of the group is to
share and extend best practice,
to find solutions to commonly
experienced issues and offer
support to those working within
the arts + health field. Follow us
on social media #HospitalArts
or npag.org.uk

THE ARTS AND CULTURE
PROGRAMME operates across
all ten hospital sites, working
in partnership with civic and
cultural organisations to apply
research and encourage best
practice in arts and health.
By improving the aesthetic
environment and providing
opportunities to engage with
creative activity, we support
the wellbeing of staff, students,
volunteers, visitors and
patients. uhbw.nhs.uk

JOHNATHAN MONTELONGO
is a graphic and UX creative
designer doing good work
for great people. He lives and
works in Weston-super-Mare
and is part drummer, part
chef (both parts amateur).
studiomonty.co.uk

ot

CULTURE WESTON is a
partnership-led initiative that
enables culture to be at the heart
of life in Weston. This can mean
something different to everyone.
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End
credits
N

This is the second Boredom
Buster, and we would love
to know what you thought.
What tickled your interest and
what didn’t? We love a bit of honesty,
and hope that this newspaper felt
like something you wouldn’t just
want to wrap your compost in.
Please write your anonymous
feedback below (or if you would like a
response, please give contact details)
and hand it to a staff member*.
Alternatively you can email
boredombuster@uhbw.nhs.uk

ZENNOR BOX WAS BORN IN
the heart of the New Forest. She
is a painter and has also worked
with Aardman Animations.
Zennor says, “I have finally found where
I like to show my work; it’s a place where
all ages, all ethnicities and all genders
go. It’s Hospitals. It’s a wonderful place
to show art because here people need
an environment that’s not austere and
clinical but one which provides escapism
and a view beyond the hospital walls.”
Zennor has received lots of comments
about this particular painting.

share your creations #boredombuster

Above
Butterflies
at dusk by
Zennor Box

“I’m a doctor and your work, especially
this piece, has brought me a lot of
happiness and moments of peace during
some very long and busy work shifts.
One of my closest friends (also a doctor)
realised we take a slightly longer route
between departments sometimes,
when we have time, just to be able to
look at it for a moment in an otherwise
hectic day. So for that I thank you.’’
“The image for me represents courage,
to find freedoms where there is none, or
in the face of great suffering and pain,
to find joy alongside grief, and the power

of being in the moment, and in nature.”
“I’ve still got a long way to go in
getting well, but your little bunny is
definitely helping me on my way.”
“…made me smile, made me
think. Thanks for cheering me
up when I wasn’t well.”
zennorbox.com
Can you make up a story
or draw a picture that
gives your spirits a lift?
VOLUME TWO
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Culture Weston, the Arts and Culture Programme at University Hospitals Bristol and
Weston NHS Foundation Trust and the NHS National Performance Advisory Group
for Arts, Design and Heritage in Hospitals (part of the East of England Ambulance
Service NHS Trust) would like to thank all the contributing artists, writers and
organisations, without whom this project would not have been possible:

Yome Adegoke • Alison Ayres • Marchant Barron • David Beasley • Zennor Box
Ken Brown • Lizzie Burns • Beth Calverley • Neil Churchill • Ruth Clarke
Esther Coffin-Smith • Mya-Rose Craig • Henrik Dahle • David de Berker • Lily Dyble
Anna Eavis • Natalie Ellis • Marguerite Farthing • Rhiane Fatinikun • Firstsite
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge • Jemima Frankel • Will Goldsbrough
Alexandra Heelis • Clare Hickman • Sophie Higgins • Damien Hirst • Ana Jaks
Luke Jerram • Wendy Kenyon • Kerry Lemon • Natalia Mesa • Anthony Moll
Johnathan Montelongo • Graeme Mortimer Evelyn • Grayson Perry • Alex Ray
Amy Rose • 64 Million Artists • Alex Smalley • Bob and Roberta Smith
Hanifah Sogbanmu • Something & Son • Mark Titchner • Woodland Trust

